Amos Paul Kennedy, Jr. is an American printer-activist whose signature style is shown in this 2007 poster. Printed using vintage letterpress wood type and flatbed cylinder presses, he layers texts in colorful sequences. This creates word patterns that become the backgrounds for prominent phrases which are emphasized in the boldest final impressions. The "Freedom" series, printed bilingually in Dutch and English, are banners for basic universal human rights.

These prints are held in the RIT Cary Graphic Arts Collection and can be accessed HERE.

BLACK HISTORY MONTH

This is the first of a series to feature items from the Special Collections & Archives of our Member Institutions.
A year ago, we were planning for the annual CNY Collaboration Day to be held in-person in Syracuse. Well, we all know that didn’t happen. Now we are attending meetings, conferences, and workshops online. ALA announced that this year’s Annual Meeting will be a virtual event. This year’s ACRL conference is virtual too. CNY’s Community Engagement Committee pivoted to hosting online events throughout 2020. The Committee wants your feedback to assist them in planning the events for 2021. Please consider taking this brief survey to tell them your thoughts and ideas.

In January, the ReShare Implementers Group met with Kristen Wilson from Index Data to begin work on the implementation templates for each library. At this time, the Group is made up of at least one systems person from each library. When testing begins, ILL and Access Services staff will be added to the Group.

The last day patrons will be able to request materials in the CNY catalog is March 11, 2021. The process to shut down INN-Reach will begin in mid-March. Fortunately, this is not a labor-intensive process and will be completed by June 30. Please join me for a Town Hall tomorrow, February 2nd at 10:00am to hear more about the process for exiting INN-Reach and implementing ReShare.

Meeting ID: 823 9736 4116
Passcode: 918582
Adelphi University seeks an Assistant/Associate Dean of Libraries for Systems and Budgets. For Essential Functions and Requirements, please click HERE.

Bard College seeks an Electronic Resources and Reference Librarian. For Essential Functions and Requirements, please click HERE.

3 JOB OPENINGS

Adelphi

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
February 9 / 9:00AM

COMM ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE
February 16 / 1:00PM

DIGITIZATION COMMITTEE
February 18 / 10:00AM

E-BOOK COMMITTEE
February 25 / 3:00PM

OER STEERING COMMITTEE
February 19 / 2:00PM

SHARED PRINT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
TBD / February 2021

UX/METADATA COMMITTEE
February 4 / 10:00AM

MEETINGS

exiting INN-Reach & implementing ReShare

Virtual TOWN HALL
2/2@10AM